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“Zaļā Brīvība” developed on the basis of the “Zaļās Bibliotēkas” [Green Library], and the main reason behind the
change having taken place 20 years ago was the revelation
that the association started working with a broader range of
topics. Moreover, the „library” was associated by people with
reading books instead of action and involvement. Therefore,
the change of the „brand” took place simultaneously with the
change of the name.
Jānis described “Zaļā Brīvība” (ZB) as an organisation working with environment issues and always trying to view then
within the global context. Therefore, the organisation has been
an active member of the association „Latvian Platform for Development Cooperation” for several years. Among the many
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daily life. At the same time, in order to
go to conferences abroad planes should
be used for reaching destinations – this
means of transport may suppress the
positive impact created by other environmentally friendly habits.
To Jānis it is clear that achievement
of the change of the general views in
the society is most important – in the
perfect world the society could move
away from materialism and individualism which currently prevails people’s
values, thereby becoming the society
based on cooperation and joint benefit values. Jānis praises various interest
groups and individual initiatives which
are trying to disseminate such values,
however, according to his opinion there is no such global change taking place. Jānis hopes that these little groups
may “explode” and take over the world,
as it sometimes happens with ideas.
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